Cycle life often determines the commercial viability of a particular electrode chemistry or structure. The dramatic structural, crystallographic, and chemical changes that may occur in and around Li-ion battery electrodes can severely affect their cycle life. This provides a clear motive for developing an improved understanding of the nature of chemical and structural changes associated with electrochemical cycling. The sensitivity of reduced Li and commercial Li-ion electrolytes to air makes in-situ investigations imperative. This fact has driven a major push to characterize Li-ion cycling in-situ at the nanoscale using a variety of techniques. The spatial and temporal resolution associated with transmission electron microscopy is well suited to investigate battery electrodes and underlies the recent push to investigate associated materials in-situ. [1][2][3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 
Cycle life often determines the commercial viability of a particular electrode chemistry or structure. The dramatic structural, crystallographic, and chemical changes that may occur in and around Li-ion battery electrodes can severely affect their cycle life. This provides a clear motive for developing an improved understanding of the nature of chemical and structural changes associated with electrochemical cycling. The sensitivity of reduced Li and commercial Li-ion electrolytes to air makes in-situ investigations imperative. This fact has driven a major push to characterize Li-ion cycling in-situ at the nanoscale using a variety of techniques. The spatial and temporal resolution associated with transmission electron microscopy is well suited to investigate battery electrodes and underlies the recent push to investigate associated materials in-situ. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] A variety of approaches have been pursued to characterize insertion and extraction of Li, or Na, via in-situ TEM. The most popular approaches have been direct reaction with partially oxidized Li or electrochemical cells based on vacuum stable ionic liquids. [7] Substantial effort has also focused on characterizing solid-state batteries [10] [11] [12] and batteries in commercial liquid electrolyte constructed within environmental cells[1, 8, 13] . Despite the large number of recent in-situ TEM studies, few consider multiple cycles. Understanding what occurs beyond the first cycle is particularly important because major losses in capacity typically occur after many cycles and it is not clear that the processes observed during the first cycle are necessarily representative. The ionic liquid, solid-state, and environmental cell approaches are chemically reversible and amenable to multiple cycles. Complete cycles occur at frequencies measured in hours making multiple cycles difficult to observe in electron microscopes that are typically shared instruments. An alternative approach is to perform multiple cycles and observe individual cycles in-situ intermittently.
This work characterizes lithiation of a Sn electrode after 4 cycles ex-situ performed within the environmental cell containing EC-DMC 1M LiPF 6 . The emphasis is on testing the viability of the approach and determining whether the behavior observed after multiple cycles is consistent with what is observed during the first cycle. Figure 1 shows a time-lapse sequence taken during Li extraction at a constant voltage of 2 V versus Li metal. The response differs dramatically from first cycle results for the same system. [8] During the first cycle pores due to the volume strain associated with dealloying. After several cycles, Li extraction appears to promote the growth of a new phase (see arrows in Figure 1 ). X-ray diffraction studies suggest that Sn can partially amorphize during cycling and that microcrystalline Sn will convert to nanocrystalline Sn. It appears that the initially lithiated Sn electrode is partially amorphous and that it is recystallizing during Li extraction. Similar behavior has already been reported in the Li-Si system. [7] References: 
